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Abstract
The character ofEpicure Mammon in Jonson's The Alchemist presents an
intersection between the world ofeconomics and language. In particular, his
desires are presented in terms thatsimultaneously define,perpetuate, and orient
them in an apparatus ofpolitical, sexual, and economic relationships. The
language ofMammon's desires is characterized by an ambiguity that serves to
describe movements in these seemingly discrete areas simultaneously, to the effect
. .
that his sexual, political, and ec~nomic ambitions can be effectively understood as
inseparable and interpenetrating under the aegis ofhis desire not merely to possess
gold, but to be gold.
1
Introduction
That there have been few economic treatments ofJonson of late belies the .
central position the economy plays in any number ofhis works. Often, (perhaps
more often than not,) the plots ofJonson's plays are expressed as a series of
commodity or tropic. exchanges which culminate in the refiguring of at least one set
ofcontractual relationships. The Alchemist sees the web of (unfulfilled)
obligations that unite Face, Doll, and Subtle with each other, as well as their gaggle
ofdupes, culminate in the re-inscription ofthe traditional relationships between
master (Lovewit) and servant (Face), the property owner and the law (e.g.
Lovewit's arrogation ofMammon's "valuables"), and within commonwealths (e.g.
Face's treatment ofSubtle and Doll when their interests diverge). Likewise,
Volpone and Bartholomew Fair make extensive use ofcontractual arrangements at
the plot level, describing the logic by which characters such as Volpone and Ursula
are socially repositioned.· In short, contractual obligation and exchange are heavily
implicated in the process by which these plays choose their winners and losers.
But ifexchange has a role to play in terms ofsituating characters, it is also
implicit in the tropes that these characters describe. That is, the system of
exchanges that define motive forces in the plot are often extended through the use
of linguistic devices, such that the "real" exchange that occurs at the level ofplot is
paralleled by a set oftropic exchanges used to negotiate, among other things, the
identities ofcharacters and institutions. In other words, the mechanism of
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exchange, expressed both directly (in terms ofcontractual.and financial
arrangements between characters) and indirectly(as a function of language itself-
the substitution ofone meaning for another under the auspices of ambiguity,
metaphor, or metonym) is central in establishing, maintaining, and positioning the
identities of characters in The Alchemist.
This is not to claim that the conclusions one might draw from a
Marxist/materialist reading of the play are in any way similar to those we might
draw from understanding the language of~he playas a set oftropic· exchanges.
Rather, as Marc Shell, Kurt Heinzelman, and J,J. Goux (among others) have
argued,both linguistic and economic devices can be understood as functionally
related. Whether this relationship is a matter ofcause and effect, or whether both
are implicated in a larger cultural or political structure is beyond the scope ofthis
paper. It is the intimate relationship between these and character identity that is
particularly compelling..
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The Mammon Who Wasn't There
OfJonson's characters implicated in an intimate relationship with things·
economic, Epicure Mammon is perhaps the most conspicuous,.as well as the most
entertaining and disturbing. Perhaps ironically, the intensities ofthe appetites
Mammon's very name indicates de-emphasize the simultaneously subtle and
specific nature ofhis desires. Ifhis character is defined by the intensity ofhis
appetites, this has perhaps been at the expense ofunderstanding their equally
unusual precision.
Furthermore, any number of factors have generated a commonly
understood, if fundamentally flawed, reading ofMammon as the dupe ofsupply
and demand, as an individual who is either unwilling or unable to separate the
intrinsic value (call it "use" value) of a thing from its market value ("exchange
value"). His (frankly disturbing) desires are consequently commonly understood as
the ultimate effect ofthe capitalist economy, the result of the absolute erasure of
qualitative difference by a system that understands only quantity (in the form of
money). In sum, Mammon is generally thought a great swaggering reductio ad
absurdum, an idiotic fop whose bizarre appetites illustrate the inevitable effects of
the free market on its participants.
But ifMammon is anti-capitalist, it is because he is ante-capitalist. That is,
ifhis desires are patently ridiculous it is not because they are progressive, that they
indicate Mammon's desire to participate in the economy ofthe historical future.
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Rather, 'Mammon's desires categorically situate him in the narrative past, among
the ranks ofClassical and Medieval gentility. In other words, Mammon's goal is
categorically not the simple acquisition ofwealth-indeed, ifwe. are· to trust that
Jonson is a tolerably competent playwright, Mammon's wealth at the inception of
the play necessitates some reason other than money for him to become involved
with Face and Subtle in the first place. Rather, Mammon desires what we might
best call a specific economic position-that is, a relationship to money that is not
limited to the possession ofmoney.
This relationship is one Ibelieve can be best described in temporal and
spatial terms. Ifconventionalreadings place Mammon's focus on the future: on
what he will have, what he will do, and so forth, Mammon's desires are also
organized around an idea ofthe past: the social positions he wishes to occupy are
those endemic to the Classical world and the feudal system. Furthermore,
Mammon continually attempts to position himselfoutside the narrative space ofthe
play. His desires place him almost anywhere other than where he is. They
consequently articulate a peculiar relationship to the world-if indeed, he is in it at
all, it is only to consume.
For example, ifEpicure Mammon's first catalog ofdelicacies describes a
desire for consumption driven to the limits of excess, it is not simply because he
includes any number ofunusual (and presumably repulsive) comestibles. Rather,
he also constructs a set oftropes by which his bizarre diet gains an almost equally
bizarre significance:
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My Meate, shall all come in, in Indian shells,
Dishes ofAgat, set in Gold, and studded
With Emeralds, Saphires, Hjacinths, and Rubies.
The tongues ofCarpes, Donnise, and Camels heeles,
Boyl'd·i'the spirit ofSol, and dissolv'd Pearle,
(Apicius diet, 'gainst the Epilepsie)
. And I will eate these broaths, withspoones ofAmber,
Headed with Diamant, and Carbuncle. (II. ii. 72-79).
It is tempting to read this passage as the ramblings ofone so taken with
. consumptionthat economic value becomes the guarantor of gastronomic delight-
that is, in which the rarity ofthese foods substitutes for their quality and
(presumably) negates their repulsiveness. Unfortunately, such a reading requires a
gross disregard for matters historical and overwrites moments ofcarefully
constructed ambiguity.
To begin with, the "tongues ofCarpes, Dormise, and Camels heeles,"
Mammon wants for his meat are not simply arbitrarily rare foodstuffs-they are, in
fact, comestibles deeply rooted in history and invested with cultural significance.
Camels' foot is (and has for some thousandyears or longer}been a common
delicacy in areas ofthe world where such animals are common, and is generally
(though not always) served as a stew. While a food generally reserved for the
privileged, it is (or was) certainly not something that could be fairly described as
abnormal or ridiculous. 1
I Camels' feet are actually pretty substantial; they're large animals by almost any measure (at about
700kg they're about the size ofa Ford Festiva). The feet are exceptionally large (think dinner
plates) and fleshy, so the meat is common enough not to make a meal of "Camels heeles" a scanty
proposition.
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Dormice also have a history as cuisine that was most conspicuous in the
Roman world, especially among the elite. They were, in fact, raised for the plate in
earthenware jars known as gliaria. After being fed a diet ofacorns and chestnuts,
they were generally minced or stuffed. Apicius2 provides a recipe in De Re
Coquinaria:
Glires: isicioporcino, itempulpis ex omni membro glirium trito,
cum pipere, nuc1eis, lasere, liquamine farcies glires, et sutos in
tegula positos mittes in furnum aut farsos in clibano coques.
Dormouse: [The] Dormouse is stuffed with pork and small pieces of
dormouse meat trimmings, ground with pepper, nuts, laser [a
seasoning similar to garlic] and broth. Put the stuffed dormouse in
an earthen casserole and roast it in the oven, or boil it in the
stockpot.3
The carp's tongue was a medieval dish ofequally deceptive ubiquity;
though the tongues were a prized food, carp were readily available as they were
raised in artificial ponds (stews) rather than caught in free water.4
2 This is Calius, Not Marcus Gavio. While Gavio and others were designated "Apicius" and survive
in a variety of entertaining tales (especially where really exotic foods are concerned), Calius is
generally thought to have written the De Re Coquinaria, which exhibits much more pedestrian
tastes. The use ofdormice as cuisine suggests (but does not prove) that Jonson was referring to this
least extravagant ofthe clan Apicius.
3 I hasten to add that this is from the only copy ofDe Re Coquinaria I could fmd-online (sans
translation) at http://users.ipa.net/-tanker/apicius.htm. The Andr and Milham texts appear to be
both out ofprint and largely out ofcirculation.
"This is for a number ofodd reasons. Carp ponds were common near monasteries, as the 19th
century naturalist Francis Buckland wrote:
In former times he [the carp] was ofgreat value as food, and hardly the ruins ofa
monastery in existence remain where the remains ofthe old carp pond, or stews,
cannot be easily made out. In the days of the monks there were no railways, deep- .
sea trawling was not invented, and I doubt much whether mackerel drift-nets had
7
In short, an understanding ofthese foods as traditional delicacies, rather
than as simply ridiculous, implicates them in a discourse in which tradition, rather
than mere scarcity, imparts their value. Putanother way, while these are delicacies,
they are neither as entirely ridiculous nor uncommon as a modem reader might
expect. As a consequence, they place Mammon, their consumer, among the ranks
ofprivileged Romans, or as an honored personage in the Middle Ages.
But ifthese foods are invested with an historical meaning that places
Mammon in the past, they are also implicated 41 a larger set ofdiscourses that rely
on ambiguity and metaphorical structures to more specifically describe Mammon's
desires-or at least to proliferate them. In fact, Mammon's language is the means
by which his desires (rather quickly) extend and multiply entirely out ofcontrol
and, as a corollary, remove him from the narrative present.
The somewhat odd "My Meat, shall all come in, in Indian shells" is an
excellent example ofhowJonson's carefully employed ambiguity allows
expression of the full spectrum ofMammon's desires in the space ofa single
clause. In particular, the use of"shells" to mean money (either as metaphor or
come into use; even ifthey had, the transport offish from the sea-coast would not
have done for the monks, as fish could not arrive in an edible condition by means
ofpack-horses. That the monks were in the habit ofeating the salted herring was
very probable. Necessitas ingenii inventor. The monks, therefore, established carp
ponds, where they could get a fish at any moment, either for a feast or a fast day
. (333).
In addition, ofcourse, carp are extremely prolific, will eat nearly anything, and are well-adapted to
muddy or stagnant water, which makes them ideal for cultivation ofthis kind.
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euphemism) was extant not only in roughly contemporaneous plays,S but in
classical texts we might expect Jonson to be familiar with.6 Likewise, the
colloquialism "come with meat in the mouth," echoed in this opening line, was
used both to mean "to bring in money or profit" as well as "to serve as a source of
instruction."7 In either case, we are prepared to understand that the importance of
what follows is principally economic, though there are several other possibilities.
In accordance with an understanding of"meat" as dormice, camels' heels,
and carp tongues, "come in" can be read not only as a positioning of foods relative
. to flatware (in which the "Indian shells" are plates), but as a description ofthe
relationship between meat and money. If"come in" is used per "to come with
meat in the mouth," this first clause indicates that the "meat" and the "Indian
shells" (as money) share a more intimate relationship-that the "Indian shells" are
used to acquire the meat, or (perhaps) the inverse. If this is the case, then we can
understand Mammon's desire to be that which facilitates exchange, the desire for a
structure in which money (shells) and his meats are freely interchangeable by
virtue ofhis presence.
But there is, perhaps, a more direct articulation ofMammon's desires
present in the text-ifthis line distantly echoes "to come with meat in the mouth,"
5 Such as Middleton and Dekker's The roaring girle, V. i. "Tis a question whether there bee any
siluer shels amongst them, for all their sattin outsides."
.6 Such as Leo Africanus. Pory's translation (1600), has the following: "In matters of smal value
they use certaine shels brought hither out of the Kingdome ofPersia, fower hundred ofwhich shels
are worth a ducate" (VII).
7 Perhaps both meanings are intended by Jonson in Cynthia's Revels: "A gentleman ofso pleasing
and ridiculous a carriage, as, euen standing, carries meat in the mouth, you see" (V. ii).
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the first two words more strongly implicate "me mette," which could best be
described as "dream" with an emphasis on the component ofdesire, (a construction
ofwhich Chaucer was especially fond).8 Its deployment presents several
interesting'possibilities.
The first ofthese is that money (shells) is literally the vehicle for
Mammon's desires-that is, money serves as the means by which Mammon can
accomplish his goals (whatever they may be), but does not constitute an end in
itself. Alternatively, "Indian shells" may still refer to money, but with the adjective
"Indian" indicating its nature or origin-an understanding that goes some way in
explaining the prominence of gold in Mammon's fantastic flatware and cutlery. Of
course, "shells" may also refer to this flatware itself, with mette/meat standing in
(as gerund or rnetonym, respectively) for less specific objects ofMammon's desire.
They are to be brought to him, as the saying goes, "on a silverplatter." Excepting,
of course, that the platter in question is gem-studded agate.
That "Indian" serves in all ofthese readings to situate Mammon's desires
specifically or generally distant from him (either as a reference to the appropriate
portion ofthe globe, or as per a species ofvulgar Orientalism) compliments yet
another use of"shell," specifically as a translation for oO''tpaKov, the tile or shard
employed in the process ofostracism. Elyot's dictionary (1538) gives us
8 c.f. Romance ofthe Rose, 26 "Me mette swiche a swevening, That lykede me wonders we!." Also
Parliament ofFowls, 104 "The syke met he drynketh of the tonne; / The lovere met he hath his lady
wonne," and Legend ofGood Women, Pro!., 210 ''Me mette howl lay in the medewe thoo" (Fisher).
While it might at first appear that "mette" in its various forms is used only as a verb here, there are
several instances where, like in Mammon's speech, it appears to be a gerund (e.g. "The syke met he
. drynketh ofthe tonne" allows for both, thanks to the vagaries of Chaucer's syntax).
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"Ostracismus,..whyche exyle was doone by delyuerynge ofoyster shelles." The
appropriate entry in Cooper's thesaurus (1578) reads
a kinde ofbanishment amonge the Athenians for .x. yeresspace,
whiche was done by deliuerynge of shelles with the names of the
persons condemned wryten in them.
Additionally, North's edition ofPlutarch (1595) gives the following:
At a certaine day appointed, euery citizen caried a great shell in his
hande, whereupon he wrote the name ofhim he would haue
banished, (line 353).
IfMammon's meat (dream) is delivered in shells, an understanding ofhis
(voluntary) ostracism ~ a corollary to the balance ofhis desires implies that his
absence, in one form or another, is essential to their fulfillment. Not only does the
structure of this passage minimize Mammon's textual presence-- re,legating it to the
practices ofpossession (the initial "My") and consumption ("And I will eat..."), it
mediates.even that scrap of identity by displacing it into the future (through the use
of"shall" and ''will,'' respectively).
Indeed, the exchange that Mammon desires is entirely predicated on his
absence or, if you will, his presence as an entirely blank space. Consider his·
subsequent exchange with Surly:
Mam: ...1 doe thinke, t'haue all this, with the Stone.
Sur: Why, I haue heard, he must be Homo jrugi,
A pious, holy, and religious man,
One free frommortall sin, a very Virgin.
Mam: That makes it, Sir, he is so. But I buy it.
My venter brings it me. He, honest wretch,
A notable, superstitious, good soul,
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Has worne hislmees and slippers bald,
With prayer and fasting for it... (II. n. 96-104).
Ofcourse, this only works ifMammon considers himselfa non-entity to the extent
that this transaction allows Subtle's virtue to stand in for his own; Mammon must
consider himself, in a word, fungible for his scheme to have any currency.
But Mammon's positioning ofhimself outside the space and time ofhis
surroundings serves only to illustrate a property ofhis desire, rather than its end.
So the question remains: What does Mammon want?
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Language is Golden
.To dwell for another moment on the "tongues ofcarps," the phrase and its
peculiar sitUation indicates that Mammon's desires extend beyond the dining room.
"Carp" describes, in addition to the cockroach of stagnant waters, several different
.species of language, from invective characterized by rash or enthusiastic judgment,
to transparently or neutrally employed speech (synonymous with, for example,
"said"). Consequently, Mammon's desire for the"tongues ofcarps" is more than
socially sensitive gastronomy: it also implicates the power and practice of
expressIOn.
That the "tongues of carps" are to be "boiled i' the spirit ofSol" situates
this desire for language in a larger body of al~hemicaldiscourse; while reading the
carps' tongues as food indicates that they should be boiled in a solution containing
gold,9 reading them as language involves them in a set ofmore complex, though
equally applicable, alchemical associations:
The immaterial goal of alchemy is the gold ofthe soul to which
Plato refers in his dialogue The Republic. The striving for this
spiritual gold is the search for lmowledge ofthe path by which
everlasting happiness, in the sense ofthe good, may be attained. Its
value, derived ultimately from a world beyond our subjective world,
is absolute in nature. It is the gold ofthe ancient alchemists, who
claimed, "Your gold is not our gold." (Binswagner 4).
To impart the "spirit of Sol" to language, then, is to fashion an understanding in
which words are infused with the spirit of the eternal, unchanging, and absolute.
9801, as applied to metals in alchemical jargon, refers to gold.
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Jean-Joseph Goux has elaborated on just this intersection in The Coiners of
Language, describing the conceptual relationship between gold,money, and
language, in which "Gold, father, language, phallus...[are] continuously serving
mutually as metaphors for each other...[as] structurally homologous general
equivalents," (4). Consequently,
The type of language that could be compared to gold money would
be a full, adequate language. In it and through it, the real would be
conveyed without mediation, both as the objective reality ofthe
external world and as the subjective reality ofthe internal
world...Such a gold-language formulates truth immediately, thus
dispensing those who avail themselves ofit from questioning the
linguistic medium (17).
In other words, Mammon's relationship to gold can also be understood in terms of
other parallel relationships,not the least ofwhich are those of language and truth.
Goux posits an erasure ofthe semiotic systems implicit in language: a word in the
"gold-language" is truth, instead ofrepresenting what is (or may not be) true.
But Mammon's relationship to gold is (infamously) not limited to structures
of language. Finally, inevitably, Mammon's desire for money, gold, and language
carries with it a sexual component that permeates his expressions ofdesire. These
involve "Ladies, who are knowne most innocent" (67), a"Seraglia" (33), and
rather ambitious plans for the lot:
...For I doe meane
To haue a list ofWiues and Concubines
lEquall with Salomon; who had the Stone
Alike, with me: and I will make me, a back
With the Elixir, that shall be as tough
As Hercules, to encounter fifty a night, (II. ii. 34-8).
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So if the stone serves to allow Mammon access to Goux's "gold-language," the
ability to access and express unmediated truth, it simultaneously serves not simply
to satisfy sexual desire,but to propagate it-to provide both an unlimited number
ofobjects on which to exercise desire, and a seemingly infinite capacity to do so.-
What is more interesting, however, is the specific nature ofMammon's
desire, which encompasses a "list ofWiues and Concubines." Perhaps themost
obvious property.ofthis construction is that it does not implicate the wives and
concubines themselves-a "list" ofthem is sufficient to make Mammon the equal
of Solomon. As a corollary, while "list" might be understood in its modem sense
(as a physical or textual enumeration ofMammon's wives and concubines for to
derive a quantity or catalogue), to read "list of' as "desire for" makes a great deal
more senselO given the balance ofthe passage. More interesting still is the
proposition that the intersection ofboth meanings in the word "list" make them
somehow inseparable; that, at least so far as Mammon is concerned, the intensity of
desire is correlated with object quantities.
As Mammon expounds on the plans for his seraglio, this relationship
develops in several interesting ways:
...Then, my Glasses
Cut in more subtill angles, to disperse
And multiply the figures, as I walke
Naked betweene my succubce. ll Mymistes
10As per Cushing's line in Blacksmith ofVoe: "The divine list ofsex, and the sweet ache of soul"
(ill. x. 216), or Fisher's Chaucer (again) in Troylus and Criseyede: "Right a-noon as sesed is here
lest, So cesseth loue and forthto loue an newe" (II. 787).
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I'le haue ofperfume, vapor'd 'bout the roome,
To loose our selues in; and my bathes, like pittes
To fall into... (IT. ii. 45-50).
While the most apparent function ofthe glasses here is to "multiply the figures," (a
choice ofwords to which I'll return) at least equally important is their dispersion.
Indeed, if the balance ofthe passage is any measure, Mammon's concern seems to
be the concealing ofthose inhis seraglio, rather than their simple multiplication. If
the mists allow Mammon and his succubce to "100se,,12 themselves, the baths are
implicated in this same function, being "like pits."
More interesting, however, is how "multiply the figures" suggests how
"subtill" this description is. Ifthe phrase suggests an abstraction characteristic of
mathematical or financial practice, it is precisely because "figures" is a term under
which both the bodies in the seraglio and numbers can be grouped. To "multiply
the figures" suggests at least that the diffraction ofimages Mammon describes has
the character ofa transaction about it. Simultaneous with this multiplication is the
dispersion ofthe real bodies in Mammon's seraglio, which suggests that the
mechanics ofMammon's desire rely not only on a quantity ofobjects, but on a
process that masks the self and the objects ofdesire, while simultaneously
proliferating their representations.
11 Some confusion among those I have discussed this excerpt with necessitates I gloss this quote.
Succubae are not at all related or similar to succubi. The former refers exclusively to prostitutes or
concubines of the entirely human variety.
12 This moment in the manuscript can be read as either "loose" or "lose." I (obviously) think the
latter is the correct choice.
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Consequently, Mammon's verbal incontinence-his protracted descriptions
ofhis diet, his harem, and sundry other objects that figure in his future-:-can be
read as a means by which his desire is not only expressed, but perpetuated. If the
multiplication offigures in the seraglio serves to perpetuate Mammon's desire by
simultaneously masking the real and infinitely reproducing images of it,
Mammon's detailed descriptions ofthe objects he desires serve the same ends by
clearly analogous means.
Mammon's corollary desirefor the "gold.;language" is, then, not an
effective desire for truth. It is instead the wish that language be an unmediated
representation ofreality-as Goux puts it, "the objective reality ofthe external
world, and as the subjective reality ofthe internal world." Put another way,
Mammon's desire essentially reverses the commonly understood cause-effect
relationship between truth and its representations; if the alchemist discovers
Binswagner's "spiritual gold" in his search for knowledge, Mammon desires his
gold be produced by the words he deploys with such frequency. IfBinswagner's
alchemist claims "I say it because it is true," Mammon's desire is to say "it is true
because I say it." If the alchemist's gold carries with it discourses ofmorality,
virtue and laiowledge, Mammon's gold is excised from these relationships, and
becomes only a medium of exchange.
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Filthy Lucre
To move, for a moment, back to Mammon's declaration "My meat shall all
come in Indian shells" and the proliferate meanings it so carefully describes, I have
to this point not so neatly sidestepped the most frequent subject ofworthwhile puns
and double-entendres, whichis as manifest in this line as any other of its kind: If
"Indian shells" are a euphemism for money by way ofLeo Africanus, they also
bear a peculiar relationship to "meat," best expressed in Barry's Ram-Alley: "Faith
take a maide, and leaue the widdow, Maister. Of all meates I louenot a gaping
oyster" (v.). In other words, both Mammon's "meat" and "shells" (and by
extension the verb "come") find wholly different meanings in a sexual context.13
This does not imply that the "shells" in this line denote·genitalia at the expense of
currency; rather, this passage uses two distinct traditions ofcoarse metaphor to its
advantage-Mammon's sexual desires implicate currency as well as more
traditional objects.
Later, of course, is Mammon's attempt to woo Doll Common, which he
plans in terms that describe a marvelous intersection between these facets of
Mammon's desire;
Now, Epicure,
Heighten thy selfe, talke to her, all in Gold;
Rayne her as many showers as Jove did dropps
Vnto his Danae,: Shew the God a Miser
13 A close reading of the line from Ram-Alley presents a certain gender difficulty concerning
Mammon's meat. This can be reconciled by reading "meat" as a more general term for the human
body in asexual capacity, or as. a generic refe}"ence to the genetalia regardless of gender.
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Compa'rd with Mammon. What? The Stone will do't.
She shall feele Gold, tast Gold, heare Gold, sleepe Gold:
Nay, we will concumbre gold. I will be puissant,
And mighty in my talke to her. Here she comes (IV. i. 24-31).
Here, gold-language is the means by whichthe focus ofdesire changes from gold
. to sex, and finally unites the two via a bizarre chain ofmetaphors and conceptual
relationships.
This speech's constituent metaphors demonstrate the ease with which
Mammon's desire transfers itselfby the medium of language-the first imperative,
"Heighten thy selfe," may indeed refer to the process ofcorrecting one's posture,
embellishing or fabricating a "higher" social identity, or (metaphorically) having an
erectiOn; this last suggested both by the sexual tenor ofthe entire passage and the
degree to which other period works (and Jonson's own) involved this required
condition ofthe marital contract to comic effect. These last two possibilities, social
and sexual ascension, are certainly not mutually exclusive, as Mammon believes
Doll "a Lords Sister" (II. iii. 223). That Mammon later calls this wholly fabricated
sibling ofDoll's "My Lord" (IT. iii. 278) implies at least the possibility of formal or
informal social elevation.
Unquestionably, though, the passage's most prevalent metaphorical
construction is the use of"gold" as a vehicle, most conspicuously for the practices
ofspeech ("talke to her, all in Gold") and sex (''we will concumbre Gold").
Furthermore, these metaphors eventually collapse into one another: "I will be
puissant and mighty in my talk to her," given both Mammon's later actions toward
19
Doll and its position in his speech (directly after "we will concumbre Gold")
suggests that his "talk" may in turn have a sexual tenor.
This gold-speech,with its sexual valences and complex metaphorical
position, is the means by which Mammon's desires are both defined and revealed.
Specifically, there are at least two significant (ifrelated) developments in
Mammon's relationship with Doll that occur within the ambits ofhis golden-
language: his proposal, and his description ofthe "fifth monarchy." The effectof
these is to (re)position the elements ofMammon's desire in such as fashion that
they could, perhaps, best be described as imperial.
20
The Sovereign
As one might suspect, Mammon's desire for Doll is a carefully crafted one,
with a significance belied by its initially coincidental nature. The claim thatDollis
the object ofMammon's desire is not a simple one; her identity has been
constructed in such a way that she describes the intersection ofany number of
discourses: political, economic, sexual, and social. It is, however, possible to claim
that her identity in all of these categories is ofan object status; to the extent her
identity is (like those ofher fellow conspirators) malleable, it is bounded by her
positionas the focus ofdesire.
Ofparticular interest is a conceptual relationship described almost entirely
in the play's first scene: that ofDoll to her "Soueraigne," (I. i.5, 86, 172). While
this position is initially occupied by Subtle,14 this is complicated by Doll's status as
a frequently exchanged commodity. In any case, however, the term "Soueraigne"
functions as a metaphor by which Mammon's desires can be effectively integrated;
while it might indeed be possible to describe a series of exchanges through the first
four acts by which Mammon eventually becomes Doll's "Soueraigne" (at least in
name), what is altogether more important is that the term anticipates the nature of
Mammon's desires as they are expressed towards Doll.
14 Though this isn't entirely clear; in each case "Sovereign" and "General" are used to refer to Face
and Subtle (though not necessarily respectively). So far as the use ofthese names is concerned, the
relative chaos of the first scene makes it unclear exactly which one ofthem Doll is speaking to at
any particular point. The order in which 1. i. 83-90 are presented suggest Subtle, though they could
be read (or staged) with Face and Subtle responding to each other, rather than to 0011.
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The tenn "sovereign" describes, in the most general sense, a set ofpower
relationships in which a certain autonomyis implicated. A "sovereign" designates
at once the ruler ofa consolidated or independent state, a husband (so far as he is
the dominant partner in dealings with hiswife or certain other family), or in a more
generic sense the seat of supremacy or authority. It further names certain English
currency minted from the reign ofHeirry VII to Charles I. Amateurish historical
analyses aside, the tenn describes'an intimately.related set of sexual, political,
social, and economic concepts that are roughly analogous.
Mammon's desire to be Doll's "sovereign" is a desire that extends beyond
her. While it implicates dominance in the marital relationship (Mammon as
husband, Doll as wife) it also suggests political aspirations (Mammon as Monarch,
Doll as subject) and Mammon's characteristic mobility between things human and
economic (Mammon as the coin, Mammon as the monarch represented by the
coin). As Mammon's earlier speeches suggest by their proliferate meanings,
Mammon's desire moves globally-within a set of seemingly inseparable
categories-such that his desire is not simply sexual, political or economic, b1,lt all
at once.
Mammon's proposal to Doll consequently reflects these mechanics ofhis
desire. Ifhis speech immediately previous had not prepared us for an action that
would unite the economic, political, and sexual elements ofhis desire, his proposal
and subsequent conduct makes exactly this conceptual move by examining and
multiplying the meanings implicit in the accoutrements ofmarriage. The ring,
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specifically, is rich with meanings to some degree removed from the marital
contract. The chaos following Mammon's proposal implicates severalofthese.
The first is the ring as symbola, which Marc Shell describes as
pledges, pawns, or covenants from an earlier understanding to
bring together a part of something that had been divided specifically
for the purpose of later comparison... It was not a deposit (or down-
payment) in our modem (Roman) sense ofthe word, bufonly a
symbol of a contract, (1978:33-4).
While the role ofsymbola in the marital contract should be fairly obvious, the ring
Mammon presents Doll is also witness to a peculiar, second contract:
Mam: ...Heare, you shall weare it; take it, the first pledge
Ofwhat I speak: to binde you, to beleeue me.
Doll: In chaines of Adamant?
Mam: Yes, the strongest bands.
And take a secret, too. Here, by your side,
Doth stand,this hower, the happiest man, ofEurope.
Doll: You are contented, Sir?
Mam: Nay, in true being:
The enuy ofPrinces, and the feare ofStates (IV. i. 109-15).
The effect of this contract, that Doll believes Mammon "The enuy ofPrinces, and
the feare ofStates," is nearly as interesting as the language ofthe contract itself,
which employs a certain mobility.
Ofparticular interest is the nature ofthe bond between Mammon and Doll,
the "chaines ofAdamant" she speaks of. "Adamant" constructs a unique
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relationship between the language ofthe contract and its emblem, possibly
designating several discrete tropes.
.The first of these is metaphorical, with "adamant" as the usually fantastic
metal; "chaines ofAdamant" is then a vehicle for the language ofthe contract
specifically, perhaps emphasizing its permanently binding qualities. Likewise,
"Adamant" could be a pun in this capacity, as per its use as an adjective meaning
emphatic or stubborn. "Adamant," however, also designates diamond, so the
"chaines ofAdamant" could also be a vehicle for the ring Mammon has given Doll,
effectively indicating that the ring has binding properties exclusive ofMammon's
contractual language.15
But "Adamant" was also effectively used to designate the opposite of
diamond in questions ofvalue, truth, or veracity, as per its use in The voyages &
travels ofSir John Mandevile:
Afire that, men taken the Ademand, that is the Schipmannes Ston,
that drawethe the Nedle to him, and men leyn the Dyamand upon
the Ademand, and leyn the Nedle before the Ademand; and ifthe
Dyamand be gode and vertuous, the Ademand drawethe not the
Nedle to him, whils the Dyamand is there present (xiv).
If this is the way "Adamant" is used in the exchange between Doll and Mammon, it
posits a tension between the contractual agreement represented by the ring
(diamond) and the one described by Mammon, since the "chaines ofAdamant"
would have to refer to his speech.
15 The ring Mammon gives Doll is, ofcourse, diamond: "Dos not this Diamant better, on my finger,
Then i'the quarry" (IV. i. 106).
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The corollary to this use of"adamant" is that there is an issue ofvalue in
the conflict between the contract represented by the ring and the contract Mammon
describes in his speech to Doll. One contract is, to use the language ofMandeville,
"gode and vertuous," while the other is not. This goes some way in explaining the
latter portion ofMammon and Doll's exchange (112-15), in which Mammon
equivocates on the issue ofhis happiness. There are few better ways to
demonstrate the specious nature ofMammon's verbal contract then to have him
reverse his position in the space oftwo lines. That he refers to the "chains of
adamant" as "the strongest bands" likewise indicates his almost total
misapprehension ofthe situation.
This misunderstanding on Mammon's part is also demonstrated by
reference to the contemporary (and curiously durable) custom ofusing a blessed or
holy ring to control seizures.16 The comic vehicle involving these is laid out by
Face in II. iii.:
Jfyou but name a word, touching the Hebrew,
She falls into her fit, and will discourse
So learnedly of Genealogies
As you would runne mad, too, to heare her, Sir (242-45).
"Fit," in Jonson's time, was used to designate any number ofrecurring paroxysms,
and Doll's fraudulent condition is referred to as one repeatedly by Face, Mammon
and Jonson (in the stage direction proceeding IV. v.).
16S0 durable, in fact, that when Patsy Washington exhibited symptoms of epilepsy she was given an
iron ring by her doctor. Remnants of this tradition remain in modern-day ads for quack medical
treatments, such as Alex Chiu's patented immortality device (which uses magnetism to prevent
&~. .
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This posits, at any rate,. a tension between the contract represented by the
ring and the contract represented by language: language is the device by which
Doll's fits are incited, while the ring is the mechanism bywhich they are ostensibly
prevented. The nature ofDoll's fit likewise highlights this conflict, since it is
entirely verbal.
The way this particular gag plays out goes some way to resolve the tension
between the verbal and material contracts respectively represented by Mammon's
speech and the ring. Of course, Doll experiences a fit at the momentMammon's
hopes for the Philosophers' Stone are dashed, and we are (for some reason)
rewarded with Jonson's inevitable digs at Pythagorean metaphysics. The specific
cause ofher fit is, however, curious:
Face: How did you put her into't?
Mam: Alasse [I talked]
Ofa fift Monarchy 1would erect
Which the Philosophers stone (by chance), and [she]
Falls on the other foure straight (IV. v. 33_6).17
This suggests several possibilities. Perhaps obviously, Mammon's arrogation of
the "fifth monarchy" (supposed to be Christ's kingdom on Earth) indicates that
Mammon's ring does not have the power of the blessed rings used as seizure
preventatives, i.e. the text proposes a structure in which God is the guarantor ofone
17 The manuscript omits several words at this point, as the printed text runs off the leafs margin.
The bracketed words are supplied from the appropriate section of the Oxford edition ofthe play,
edited by Michael Cordner and Gordon Campbell.
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set ofrings (functional) and Mammon is the backer of another set (which do not
work).
It also, however,occasions a certain rethinking ofthe separation betwe.en
material and verbal discourse. IfMammon's ring is counterfeit by virtue ofhis
ambitions, Doll's fit is entirely the product ofthem (sinceit is a part ofFace and
Subtle's scam). Ina veryreal fashion, Mammon's desire is not simply implicated
in the failure ofhis ring to prevent the fit; his desire has given rise to the entirely
'.
imaginary conditions that have caused it.
This suggests that the. mechanics ofMammon's desire work to refigure the
contractual relationship the ring would have, under other conditions, come to
represent. If the ring does not prevent Doll's seizures, it is because Mammon has
worked, however unsuccessfully, to debase the systems ofmeaning which
guarantee its function. But this understanding, perhaps, gives Mammon either too
much credit or too much power; Mammon is incapable ofentering anything other
than a specious set of contractual obligations. Neither his ring nor his speech is at
all capable ofproving a legitimate bond.
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Conclusion
The mechanics ofMammon's desire are consequently characterized by
more than sheer excess; they are also fundamentally misdirected. Face recasts
Mammon's desire, subsequent his thwarted attempts to gain the stone, saying he
goes "as heauily As all the Gold he hop'd for, were in his bloud" (IV. vi. 106-7).
What the text realizes all too clearly is that this is precisely Mammon's desire-not.
to possess gold, but through a network.ofpeculiar associations,·to be gold. That is,
he wishes to produce gold in a material sense, as evidenced by the focus ofhis
libido; he wants to be gold in exchange, occupying the position ofthe sovereign
who, like the precious metal, guarantees the value ofhis empire's currency; he also
want to produce golden speech, words that (perhaps like material discourses, e.g.
the ring) allow an access to truth, meaning, or signification that is outside the .
ordinary realms ofpossibility.
This desire finds its parallels in Mammon's language. Ifwhat he wishes is
.speech characterized by clarity and veracity, what he has is quite the opposite:
plural, contradictory, and ambiguous. But these properties ofhis speech serve to
clearly mark the properties ofhis desire that might otherwise be impossible to
articulate, in that the use ofa single term to describe a set ofpolitical, sexual, and
economic meanings posits the nature ofhis· desire more specifically than more
limited prose.
The mechanics ofMammon's desire implythat this tightly woven
associative structure is a problem because ofthe possibilities it eliminates. While
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this conflation ofpolitics, sex, and economy effects a proliferation ofmeaning as
relates to systems ofrepresentation (i.e. a symbol designates more than one thing),
this comes at a certain expense; specifically, the loss of an intangible quality
manifest in Mammon's presence, by the constant deferral ofMammon'sbeing to
some other place or time. He moves instantaneously from articulating what he will
have to mourning what he once had; ifMammon could be said to have a presence
at all, it is only because our understanding ofthe term is not predicated on a
particular understanding of"now." Mammon's desire continually defers him to
some point in the distant future, and if they are not met, it is precisely because their
time is past.
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